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TIMECODE NAME Dialogue 

  MUSIC  

00.00.01 NARRATOR This is the BBC Academy Podcast, essential listening for the 

production, journalism and technology broadcast communities, 

your guide to everything from craft skills to taking your next step in 

the industry. 

00.00.14 CHARLES Hi, it’s Charles Miller with the BBC Academy Podcast, now when 

did you last have a really good idea? In some media and 

journalism jobs if you haven’t had three great ideas before 

breakfast you don’t deserve breakfast.  Increasingly media 

organisations have tried to help their staff come up with those 

Eureka moments.  Today I’ll be talking to three people who help 

cultivate creativity, so if you think you could be more creative, or if 

you’re responsible for a team you think could produce better 

ideas it’ll be a chance to put the storm back into those brain 

storms. 

00.00.47  And I’m going to ask them each for a particular idea you can put 

into practice today.  I’m pleased to welcome Steve Rawling, 

former BBC journalist and Development Producer and the author 

of Be Creative Now, hi Steve. 

00.00.59 STEVE Hello. 

 CHARLES Claire Bridges is the founder of Creativity Training Organisation, 

Now Go Create and the author of In Your Creative Element, hi 

Claire. 

00.01.08 CLAIRE Hi there. 

 CHARLES And down the line from California, Tanner Christiensen, a 

Facebook product designer and author of The Creativity 

Challenge.  Well its erm breakfast time over there Tanner and so I 

hope you’ve had some good ideas already. 

00.01.22 TANNER You know it. 

 CHARLES Okay well let’s start with the practicalities, I know that Steve and 

Claire run creativity sessions for groups, I’ve never actually been on 

one of those, so perhaps I could ask you Claire to start off by just 

giving me a flavour of what I could expect if I came along to one 

of your sessions? 

00.01.40 CLAIRE Yes absolutely, so I think there’s this awful impression that if you’re 

going to have creativity training in an organisation then you’re 

going to be expected to do something that pushes you 

completely out of your comfort zone from the word go and might 

involve you, I don’t know being in a room that has no furniture 

which requires you to be barefoot with bean bags and doing all 

sorts of strange exercises. 

00.02.04  And I think that’s part of the problem really when you think about 

creativity training is actually creativity should be enjoyable and it 

should be fun but obviously it’s also a serious business too, so when 

you attend a training session like one of the ones that I run, and I 

work with all sorts of different organisation, you know big 

corporates as well as entrepreneurs and start ups, then what we 

normally do is really try and define what creativity is and 
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understanding what the importance is for business. 

00.02.30  And then I tend to warm people up both mentally and physically 

to doing some stuff that maybe later on might push them slightly 

out of their comfort zone, we’re never doing sitting there cross 

legged and umming or. 

 CHARLES Are there little games that last five minutes and you stick post it 

notes on the wall and stuff like that? 

00.02.46 CLAIRE Yes the day is typically sharing tools and techniques to help you to 

be more creative, more quickly, some of which we’re going to do 

today and share with some of the people listening.  You’ve got 

creativity at an individual level and then you’ve got team 

creativity too, so its understanding how you can create what I call 

a whole brain team, which is understanding what everybody 

brings to the table in relation to creativity. 

 CHARLES Okay, well that’s great, we’re going to come on to the sort of 

theory behind it in a minute but just going back to the 

practicalities, Steve just give me a snapshot of what I might see if I 

came into one of your sessions. 

00.03.17 STEVE Yes it really varies from time and time, place to place I was just 

thinking before the most creative place I’ve ever run a session was 

in the middle of an art gallery, which was fantastic because you 

were just surrounded by such rich, visual stimulus.  But also 

everyone has had to walk to get there, so they’re full of oxygen 

and they’ve got the blood flowing round their system and 

nobody’s in the office.  And I think that can be fantastically 

liberating. 

 CHARLES So what do you tell them to do, go round and look at the pictures 

or what? 

00.03.45 STEVE Yes or they’ll, in that case they’d already had a half an hour 

walking round the gallery before they came to me, so it was 

fantastic, they were really kind of inspired by beautiful things, but 

I’ve also, equally I’ve run brainstorms for clients who’ve said this is a 

very senior group of people I don’t want any stupid games, [right], 

we just want a discussion and I’ve had to be you know very 

systematic and very straightforward and to treat it in a very, very 

different way. 

00.04.11  What I would say, you’ve got to accept when you’re going into 

this that most of us spend most of our days at work under 

tremendous pressure, either under this kind of deadline pressure or 

under information pressure, there’s so much information coming at 

us constantly that your brain is in one kind of mode of thinking, 

which is very, very reactive.  So you see something, you respond to 

it you see, you respond, it’s that is one way of thinking that is very 

effective but it’s you don’t have new ideas when you’re under 

that kind of pressure.  So you actually have to create a space 

where you take the pressure off people and you allow them to be 

playful in some way. 

 CHARLES Okay now Tanner in your book, you’re writing a book that is for an 

individual person to read rather than being part of a group, and 

you’ve got all sorts of interesting ways to promote creativity, one 

that I particularly like was imagine you’re spending a day as a 

three year old again, which presumably means you can go 
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around having temper tantrums, is your work actually trying to 

achieve the same sort of things that Claire and Steve are doing, 

with groups, do you think? 

00.05.17 TANNER Yes, absolutely, on any level, what all of these exercises and 

methods come down to is changing our perspective, we go to 

work every day and we have the same routine and then we go 

home, we have a similar routine and it’s really hard to get out of 

those routines, or think any differently about the things we’re 

doing, whether that’s on a personal level or as part of a team and 

so what all these exercises is really about is just changing that 

perspective and getting you out of your own way. 

 CHARLES All three of you are talking about putting people in a new kind of 

environment that’s going to help them think in a different way, I’d 

like to talk a little bit about the theory behind the work, Tanner 

sticking with you for a moment, your exercises are actually 

classified into the different types of thinking that they involve which 

may be things like convergent, divergent, aesthetic thinking, each 

of which has a slightly different idea as to how it’s going to help 

you, how important is it that the person doing the training knows, or 

thinks about that theoretical side behind it? 

00.06.21 TANNER Knowing what kind of problem you’re trying to solve can be really 

beneficial, but I don’t think it’s a mandatory requirement for the 

task, the end goal for any of these kind of creative exercises is 

ultimately to get yourself thinking in different ways or new ways 

and changing your perspective.   Having these categorisations of 

methods just helps you focus. 

 CHARLES Steve I think you’ve actually got quite a lot of the same categories 

in your book, what is your feeling about the importance of the 

theory for the person doing the work? 

00.06.48 STEVE From the point of view of someone who is leading a group or 

training a group you do need to know the theory, my own feeling 

on it is it kind of informs your practice, or it should inform your 

practice, you only need enough theory, I think, to almost like shock 

people out of the habits they’ve got, so Tanner and Claire have 

both talked about people having very habitual ways of 

approaching problems, and I think all you need to do is have 

enough theory that you can kind of point out to them where that’s 

letting them down. 

 CHARLES Right, Claire what’s your approach? 

00.07.15 CLAIRE I think it is really important that the person running the training or 

the facilitation does understand about big soup of preferences 

that are going on, so reverting to the idea of a group brainstorm 

where people sit in a room which sadly is still the norm, in many, 

many organisations, you know that’s an introverts nightmare, 

sharing the problem with people before any meeting or any 

brainstorm is probably one of the biggest things that you can do to 

take your brainstorming on a level, so that people can digest and 

think about the problem or the challenge in their own times, some 

people love intuitive tools like random stimuli, like using visuals, 

other people find it a really big leap of faith to have to go from 

you know I’m looking at this amazing work of art and then 

connecting that to their challenge.  So you have to help people 
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along the way. 

 CHARLES Tanner, well its sort of obvious why creativity is important at the BBC 

or other broadcasters, how does that work at somewhere like 

Facebook, is there as much need for creativity or is it a different 

type of creativity in a tech environment? 

00.08.17 TANNER Yes, I think anywhere you go there’s a need for creativity and as 

Claire mentioned your creativity might be different to my creativity 

and that’s the same thing for organisations, where you know the 

creativity we have at Facebook is how do we create experiences 

that a billion people can use, versus a start up who’s just trying to 

get off the ground and just trying to satisfy their small customer 

base. 

00.08.39  Its different types of creativity but it’s still creativity is necessary and 

I think that even goes into our personal lives again, you’re driving 

to work one day and you realise that there’s an accident and you 

have to find your way around that accident, and what you have 

to kind of utilise a little bit of creativity to get around that and get 

to work on time, right. 

 CHARLES Right, your book challenges people to think creatively, now do you 

see that like a kind of exercise regime, because the exercises 

themselves are not going to necessarily produce ideas that are 

going to be useful in your job or whatever, but if you do more 

creative exercises do you become a more creative person? 

00.09.15 TANNER Yes that’s exactly what I believe, again it goes back to these 

routines that we have and these perceptions that we have about 

everyday life and how the world works and how our work should 

work and unless you’re starting to do things that expand your 

perspectives and start to question some of the things you’re doing, 

it’s really easy just to fall back into those routines and those past 

perceptions. 

 CHARLES Claire in particular you were saying that you know we have to take 

into account that there are different types of people, whether 

they’re introverts or extroverts or whatever, the other view might 

be we’re all just different types of people, some people are more 

creative than others and you can sort of push everybody a little 

bit, but in the end we are who we are? 

00.09.52 CLAIRE I think I come at it from the point of view, quite a psychology 

based point of view really, which is about belief and your values 

about yourself and what you believe about yourself, so it’s what 

psychologists call self efficacy, often when people come into my 

workshops they’ll say to me, I’m just not a very creative person, I’m 

not quite sure if I should be here and you know that makes me, my 

heart sink a little bit but also gives me something to work to at the 

end of the day, because my challenge is to get them believing 

that they are just as creative as the person sitting next to them. 

00.10.21  So I agree with Tanner to a certain extent, I think part of that is 

about practice, it’s about getting some tools at your disposal that 

starts to make it easy for you, IDEO’s, David Kelly talks really 

powerfully about this, he says that when we go through life we get 

divided into creative haves and have not’s, and then things other 

people tell us about our creativity start to make us believe whether 

we are creative or not.   
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00.10.46  Somebody told me a story about a Creative Director in an 

advertising agency, in a group brain storm, and somebody said 

something, you know put an idea, a wild idea out there and the 

Creative Director leaned over and put her finger up to her lips and 

said shush, to the person in their face.  Now whether that was a 

good idea or a bad idea we’ll never know, but I’ll tell you what I 

do know is that that person probably never articulated another 

idea in a brainstorm for a good period of time. 

00.11.11 STEVE I have people who also say the same as Claire, that you know they 

come into my session and they say, well look I’m not really a very 

creative person and I say to them well I’m not a very athletic 

person, but I know if I follow a training regime, set by people who 

know what they’re talking about, six months from now I will be 

fitter, faster, slimmer, whatever I want to be, but I’ve got to put the 

work in and I’ve got to follow expert advice and it is. 

 CHARLES So Steve you’re sort of going with Tanner’s idea that its like getting 

fit, [yes], Claire’s slightly different in that she’s saying it’s sort of 

often a kind of emotional block that is stopping people being 

creative, but we’re not all brilliant, creative people are we or is 

that what we should think? 

00.11.48 STEVE Clearly there are some people we call them geniuses and they are 

spectacularly creative, and when you actually study their histories 

and their stories and their own experience and they tell you about 

their own process, you realise they’re all grafters, they all really put 

the hours in and I think there’s also a tendency, well I certainly feel 

this, I look at other people’s brilliant ideas and think they just 

arrived at that brilliant idea, fully fledged and of course they 

didn’t, it took them quite a while to get there. 

00.12.15  So it’s very easy to look at other people’s brilliant ideas and go oh 

that’s amazing, aren’t they clever, I can’t do that, without realising 

there’s a process behind it and a lot of hard work and then what’s 

lovely is that if you’re lucky enough to have it, sometimes someone 

will turn around to you and say, that was a brilliant idea and you 

go, oh really, was it I didn’t realise and you realise that other 

people are looking at you the same way and thinking they’re 

really good and really creative. 

 CHARLES If I’m a Producer with a team of people, how do I get my team to 

work together creatively and is that just the sum total of everybody 

in the team or is there more to it than when you’re trying to make 

a group of people work creatively together.  Tanner lets come 

back to you on that? 

00.12.57 TANNER Yes I think Claire identified this early on, where there are certain 

individuals in the team who will have behaviours and beliefs and 

practices that will be supplementary to other people’s practices 

and beliefs and work, so it’s definitely possible that a team can 

work together, again, as Claire put it, as like one mind, to solve 

problems and really think creatively, the question then becomes 

like how do you encourage the team to do that and how do you 

pull out those individual attributes that might benefit one another 

on the team. 

 CHARLES Because in a way part of what you are all doing in your 

encouraging people is, sometimes to encourage them to sort of 

be creativity trainers themselves for their own colleagues that 
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they’re working with I guess? 

00.13.37 CLAIRE Yes that’s definitely part of the role, because you know as a 

trainer, as an outside person you go into an organisation and you’ll 

asses what they need, you’ll give them some skills, he said you 

know there was a creative blocks you know perhaps you need 

some counselling, somebody the other day called me a creative 

agony aunt, which I actually really like, cause he was pouring his 

heart out about all the things in his organisation that he thought 

needed changing.  

00.13.58  And actually there is an aspect of that, but ultimately what you’re 

trying to do is to get people to a place where, yes, they can build 

these teams themselves, I think it’s about harnessing diversity and I 

mean diversity in its really broadest sense, its diversity of thinking so 

that means about bringing absolutely everything to bare that 

those individuals have that they can bring to the party, so I think 

finding out what people are interested in outside work, what floats 

their boat, how they’re creative outside work can really bring a 

great deal into teams so that you can then start to use some of 

you know people’s interest in other things. 

00.14.33  Steve Jobs famously said that creativity is just connecting things 

and I think the more dots you have to join, the more frames of 

references. 

 CHARLES Steve what’s been your experience working with say programme 

making groups within the BBC? 

00.14.47 STEVE This was explained to me after a long time of working with different 

groups and it made a lot of sense and it was a lady called 

Margaret Heffernan who has written a lot about Corporate culture, 

and she said you need two different types of network, when you’re 

trying to innovate you need a really wide network with lots and lots 

of different people, inside your organisation, outside your 

organisation as wide as you’re allowed to, have as many 

conversations with as many different people as you can, cause 

that’s where new ideas come from, that’s how you’d start to join 

the dots. 

00.15.14  But then there’s an implementation network which is really tight 

and sometimes quite secretive, because you need to trust people 

really strongly to do something and to sort of hang together as a 

team, are they in a stage where they’re looking for brilliant ideas in 

which case they need to spread as wide as they can, or do they 

have something they need to work on and they just need to get it 

done in which case they almost need to be isolated into a little silo. 

00.15.40 CLAIRE That’s been termed the ambidextrous organisation that idea, 

which is really about being able to do those two things 

simultaneously in some ways.  The ability to have a team that can 

take risk, push boundaries, challenge the status quo, but if the 

status quo is doing fine for now thank you then the other part of 

that, the other part of the organisation doesn’t necessarily want to 

support all of that innovation and change. 

00.16.04  Its divergent and convergent thinking isn’t it really, I think there’s 

something really important there that Steve said also about 

evaluating ideas, which is you cannot have decision by 

committee, when you’re trying to get something that’s actually 
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going to come to fruition, ultimately somebody has to decide 

what the idea is that you’re gong to take forward. 

 CHARLES There was a nice thing in your book Steve that I’m actually going 

to put across to Tanner where you talk about that its “tricky” is the 

word you use, to get the balance right in a big organisation 

between creativity and discipline, I mean does that resonate for 

you at Facebook, Tanner? 

00.16.40 TANNER Yes definitely, you know at the end of the day we all have goals to 

hit and there’s financial figures, and there’s personal objectives 

and things that you have to keep a close eye on and it’s the 

creative constraints definitely come from some of these higher 

goals and objectives. 

 CHARLES Is it part of the creativity function to sort of put teams together and 

recognise those different roles rather than everybody having to be 

sort of quotes “creative”? 

00.17.07 CLAIRE Yes I mean I think that’s a really interesting point and I think you 

know when you are looking to devise creative solutions and 

looking for ideas then you’re looking to push thinking, challenge 

the status quo, be disruptive, but obviously you couldn’t have a 

whole organisation full of neophyles or mavericks or people who 

want to challenge the status quo every day, because it would be 

exhausting and impossible to manage. 

00.17.27  So you do have to have that balance, I guess it’s also working out, 

what sort of creativity do you want, and how much do you need, 

because you don’t necessarily need to be being creative, or 

innovating all day, every day, there has to be that ebb and flow 

cause I think we’ve talked a bit about technology today and 

obviously things, the world is moving so fast that you cannot risk 

being complacent without looking and peeing over and seeing 

what is coming tomorrow, but you do, potentially need a group of 

people who are focused on, you know what I call jam tomorrow as 

opposed to the jam today. 

 CHARLES Just coming to you Tanner, today people are much more 

accustomed to sort of sharing photos, writing comments and 

putting themselves forward in public, do you think that as 

individuals we are sort of more creative thanks to some of those 

digital opportunities that we have? 

00.18.18 TANNER The more you’re exposed to those kind of diverse, you know the 

diverse media and perceptions and opinions and things the more 

connected we are to other thoughts and things like that, it enables 

us to be creative, but that doesn’t necessarily really cause us to be 

creative, you know it’s like opening a door for someone but you 

can’t really push them through the door. 

 CHARLES Right, just coming back to where we started which was the groups 

of people doing creativity sessions, I’m wondering as they sort of 

finish their group how easy or difficult is it to transfer the good 

experiences they’ve had hopefully, in the group, to the work that 

follows, Steve how easily can we tell for a start whether that works 

or not? 

00.18.57 STEVE Yes, it’s interesting, I mean one experience I had quite often is 

meeting up with people who have been in a brainstorm a week or 

a month earlier, and they say oh yeah it was a great brainstorm 
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but we couldn’t get the ideas to go anywhere, and you know 

nothing happened with the ideas, we had a great time but 

nothing happened.  And I say to them all its one of two things is 

going on here, either you weren’t really solving the right problem in 

the first place, you didn’t really spend enough time looking at 

what are we trying to do, before coming up with ideas. 

00.19.25  Or there’s an issue here which is possibly about fear of failure, 

within the organisation or within the team that is holding you back, 

from taking a risk, I think the culture of the organisation is very, very 

important here in terms of whether the ideas live beyond the 

brainstorm and into the real world.  But the other thing people 

need to realise is that having that ideas it is actually easy, it’s 

getting them into action that’s the hard bit. 

 CHARLES Yes Claire what can you do to sort of help the follow through after 

people have finished one of your sessions? 

00.19.54 CLAIRE You know I don’t know how many people in their personal 

development plans or in their appraisals go in and say how many 

risks have you taken this week, you know how prepared to fail 

were you, but they’re all things that are really necessary to the 

creative process, so in a way training is really just the start of the 

piece, it then becomes about leadership, about how you’re going 

to develop that in your organisation and how you’re going to pull it 

through. 

 CHARLES Now finally I’m going to ask you each to leave us with a little 

though or a little idea that we could actually try for ourselves, 

Tanner coming to you first, which of the many things in your book 

would you like to suggest? 

00.20.28 TANNER Yes one of my favourite activities to use, I do this almost every day, 

is just to look at something around you and try to break it apart or 

zoom in on it like a thousand, so for example if I’m looking at my 

computer right now I can start looking at the glass screen and start 

thinking about how the glass was made or like the metal frame or 

how the keys were made and how the letters were printed on to 

the keys and what about the circuits inside of it and how were 

those wired together and what was that process like. 

00.20.51  And then I take that kind of exploration and try to think, well how 

does that apply to my work and the work I’m doing, are there 

things I can learn from like the machine, the way the machine was 

built and kind of apply that to my own work processes. 

 CHARLES Steve what have you got? 

00.21.04 STEVE I think a great thing to do if you can is you’ve got a problem, you 

immerse yourself in the problem and then get away from it, go 

somewhere where you can be surrounded by things that are 

beautiful or useful and just allow yourself to be immersed in that 

beauty and usefulness and ideas will start to come to you because 

you’re no longer thinking about the problem, but actually you are, 

your brain will unconsciously throw things up at you whilst you’re 

not thinking about the problem.   

00.21.32  Think how was that made, why was it made, what purpose does it 

serve, why do people love this, why do they value it, okay how 

can I take some of that goodness into the thing I’m trying to do. 
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 CHARLES Claire have you got an idea for us? 

00.21.45 CLAIRE A fun way to approach your problem is to use the hall of fame 

technique by a guy called Michael Michalko and he suggests that 

you create a board of virtual creative directors, effectively and 

have a group of people who you’re going to channel and step 

into their shoes and imagine what they would do with your 

problems.  So on my personal board of creative directors this week 

I’ve got Obama, Gaga, Adel and Stephen Spielberg for instance 

and you imagine how any one of those people would tackle your 

challenge if they were given your problem. 

00.22.18  And what that does is it enables you to get out of your own head, 

into someone else’s head, use empathy and to populate that 

blank page with attributes, with things that they would do and 

then to see if you can bring them back to your problem.  I really 

like using super heroes and imagining you know well what would 

Superman do or what would Wonder Woman do, it might sound 

crazy but I use that particular technique using Wonder Woman for 

a bank, she has a lasso of truth those of you who are Wonder 

Woman fans will know, she has her lasso of truth and we use the 

lasso of truth as that metaphor of okay, well what if, the bank had 

to tell the truth and they had to actually have a day of kind of 

coming clean. 

00.22.54  And that made us think about transparency and that made us 

have some ideas that were usable, you can see how whilst 

something that seems quite playful can actually take you off into a 

direction of a usable idea. 

 CHARLES Great, that’s brilliant and as long as it’s just in your own head there 

are no Copyright problems either. 

00.23.10 CLAIRE No, absolutely. 

 CHARLES Thanks to my guests Steve Rawling, Claire Bridges and Tanner 

Christiensen.  You can find all sorts of information about creativity, 

including brain storms and pitching on the BBC Academy website, 

and if you can use what you’ve heard today to come up with 

some brilliant ideas for our future podcasts do please let us know.  

This show was produced by Jack Burgess, but from me, Charles 

Miller, thanks for listening, that’s enough from us now so why don’t 

you go and crate something beautiful. 

00.23.39 NARRATOR You’ve been listening to the BBC Academy podcast, if you want to 

find out more about this topic or to hear previous shows search 

online for the BBC Academy. 

00.23.48  MUSIC 

00.23.54  END OF RECORDING 

 


